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ABSTRACT: Neuraminidase (NA) inhibitors are used for the
prevention and treatment of influenza A virus infections. Two
subtypes of NA, N1 and N2, predominate in viruses that infect
humans, but differential patterns of drug resistance have
emerged in each subtype despite highly homologous active
sites. To understand the molecular basis for the selection of
these drug resistance mutations, structural and dynamic
analyses on complexes of N1 and N2 NA with substrates
and inhibitors were performed. Comparison of dynamic
substrate and inhibitor envelopes and interactions at the active
site revealed how differential patterns of drug resistance have emerged for specific drug resistance mutations, at residues I222,
S246, and H274 in N1 and E119 in N2. Our results show that the differences in intermolecular interactions, especially van der
Waals contacts, of the inhibitors versus substrates at the NA active site effectively explain the selection of resistance mutations in
the two subtypes. Avoiding such contacts that render inhibitors vulnerable to resistance by better mimicking the dynamics and
intermolecular interactions of substrates can lead to the development of novel inhibitors that avoid drug resistance in both
subtypes.

■ INTRODUCTION

Seasonal influenza infects over 24 million people annually in
the United States, contributing to 200,000 hospitalizations and
40,000 deaths.1 Vaccines are partially effective in preventing
influenza infection but can fail due to antigenic drift, a high viral
mutation rate, and mismatches between vaccine and circulating
strains of virus.2,3

Direct acting antiviral agents, including neuraminidase (NA)
inhibitors, are used to combat influenza infections.4 Influenza
NA, a viral sialidase necessary for viral maturation, cleaves
terminal sialic acid residues from glycoproteins to release the
budding virus from the surface of infected cells.5−7 NA may
also increase viral motility in mucus.8 In 1999, the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration approved two competitive active site
NA inhibitors, oral oseltamivir and inhaled zanamivir, and in
2014, a third agent, peramivir, was approved for intravenous
administration.4,9−11

Influenza NA is a homotetrameric transmembrane protein
(Figure 1A), and sites of drug resistance are located both inside
and outside of the active site (Figure 1B). Type A influenza is
most prevalent and is divided into subtypes based on two
surface proteins, hemagglutinin (HA) and NA, of which two
subtypes predominate in human infection, N1 and N2.

Between N1 and N2, the residues in the active site are 94%
identical, and overall, N1 and N2 share approximately 45%
amino acid sequence identity and 60% similarity (see
Methods). Influenza NA cleaves two types of human substrates,
3′-sialyl-N-acetyllactosamine and 6′-sialyl-N-acetyllactosamine
(Figure 2A).12,13 The first substrate has α-2,3 glycosidic
linkages between the terminal sialic acid and the neighboring
galactose, and these substrates are present in avian gastro-
intestinal epithelium, human respiratory tract mucin, and
human lower airway epithelium.13 The second substrate has
α-2,6 glycosidic linkages, and these substrates are present in
human upper airway epithelium.13 Oseltamivir, zanamivir, and
peramivir have similar structures that mimic that of the
substrate cleavage product, sialic acid (Figure 2B).
With the use of NA inhibitors in clinic, resistant viral variants

have emerged in human patient isolates (Table 1).14−26

Structural and computational studies on resistant NA variants
to date have focused on understanding how mutations cause
weaker inhibitor binding, especially for oseltamivir resistance in
the H1N1-2009 swine flu pandemic.27−29 Alterations of the
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interactions of the active site E276 with the inhibitor have been
proposed to be central mechanisms of drug resistance.
Specifically, the clinically most prevalent H274Y mutation
disrupts the strong interaction between the histidine and E276,
causing a shift of the E276 side chain.28 Thus, resistance
appears to be acquired by subtle changes within the active site.
Despite highly homologous sialic acid binding active sites the

patterns of resistance mutations that are observed in clinic for
N1 versus N2 NA are not the same (Table 1). The H274Y
mutation confers resistance to oseltamivir only in the N1
genetic background (754-fold increase),18 while E119V is
observed only in N2 subtype isolates.30,31 The E119V NA
mutation can also confer resistance to inhibitors in the N1

subtype, but this mutation is not selected as it significantly
impairs viral fitness in N1.18,32 Unlike in N2, this impairment of
viral fitness in N1 is most likely due to the mutation impacting
substrate recognition. The differential selection of resistance
mutations between subtypes has been largely overlooked for
influenza NA and is fundamentally linked to the balance
between substrate versus inhibitor binding.
Comparing the binding of substrates versus inhibitors in

other viral drug targets has been very effective in revealing why
particular mutations are selected and the underlying mechanism
of drug resistance: Drug resistance in enzyme targets often
occurs due to a change in molecular recognition such that drug
resistant variants no longer bind inhibitors while still

Figure 1. Influenza NA structure and sites of drug resistance. (A) The homotetrameric structure of NA globular head domains, where each
monomer is in a distinct color, calcium ions in dark blue, glycosylation in orange, and the inhibitor zanamivir bound at the active site of each
monomer is depicted as magenta sticks. (B) Residues that mutate to confer drug resistance are labeled on the NA structure (Table 1). Sites at the
active site and making direct contacts with the inhibitor (magenta sticks) are in yellow, while those away from the active site are in green.

Figure 2. Chemical structure of NA substrates and inhibitors. (A) α-2,3 substrate, 3′-sialyl-N-acetyllactosamine, and α-2,6 substrate, 6′-sialyl-N-
acetyllactosamine. Scissors indicate the location of the scissile bond. The R denotes an N-acetyl group. B) Chemical structures of NA inhibitors and
the substrate cleavage product sialic acid.
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recognizing and processing substrates to carry out their
biological function. Through our analysis of HIV-1 and
Hepatitis C Virus (HCV) NS3/4A protease cocrystal
structures, we established the substrate envelope hypothesis,
explaining how substrates adopt a conserved shape when bound
to the active site, which we termed the substrate envelope.33,34

Primary drug resistance mutations occur where inhibitors
protrude beyond this substrate envelope and make contact with
active site residues more extensively than the substrates.34,35

Mutations at such sites selectively negatively impact inhibitor
binding over substrates, skewing the balance between inhibition
versus substrate processing in favor of the substrate, hence
causing drug resistance.
Alterations in protein dynamics between N1 and N2 may

also contribute to differential patterns of drug resistance. The
conformation and flexibility of the 150s loop at the active site
has been proposed to differentiate N1 and N2 NA inhibitor
binding and possibly selection of resistance mutations.36

Previously, we incorporated conformational dynamics into a
dynamic substrate envelope model using molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations and compared inhibitors to substrates to
effectively explain the drug resistance mechanism of active site
mutations.37,38 These fundamental principles we learned from
HIV-1 and HCV protease are generalizable to any drug target
that evolves to confer resistance.39 In the present study we
apply this strategy to investigate why different resistance
mutations are selected in influenza NA subtype 1 versus
subtype 2.
Specifically, we investigate the molecular basis for the

selection of differential patterns of drug resistance in N1 versus
N2 NA, through a comparative structural and molecular
dynamic analysis of substrates versus inhibitors in the two
subtypes. MD simulations were performed on the full
homotetrameric influenza NA subtypes N1 and N2 bound to
two human substrates and the inhibitors oseltamivir and
zanamivir to calculate dynamic inhibitor and substrate
envelopes. In agreement with the substrate envelope hypoth-
esis, the contacts of a specific inhibitor beyond those of

substrates in a given subtype underlie the susceptibility to drug
resistance mutations at that position. Our results explain the
molecular basis for subtype-specific resistance mutations and
provide insights to guide the development of novel inhibitors to
avoid drug resistance by better mimicking the dynamic binding
features and molecular interactions of substrates with the NA
active site.

■ RESULTS
NA strains from N1 and N2 subtypes with available high-
resolution crystal structures and high (>90%) sequence identity
to the subtype consensus sequence were selected (see Methods
for details of strain selection criteria). Eight 100 ns explicitly
solvated MD simulations were performed on the N1 and N2
tetrameric NA in complex with substrates and inhibitors
(Figure 2, Table S1). All MD simulations were performed on
the full tetramer to simulate the biological unit with the added
benefit of sampling ligand-protease dynamics in each
monomeric unit. For each simulation, the root mean squared
deviation (RMSD) calculations converge and remain stable
(Figure S1). In addition, experimental and simulation derived
B-factors and α carbon root mean squared fluctuation (RMSF)
values agree well (Figure S2).

Dynamic Substrate and Inhibitor Envelopes. Dynamic
substrate envelopes were defined by mapping the van der Waals
(vdW) volumes of substrates in the active site over the
simulation time on a three-dimensional grid (Figure 3). This
calculation produces a probability distribution of conformers in
the active site, providing more detail compared to static
substrate envelopes. Similarly, the dynamic inhibitor envelopes
for oseltamivir and zanamivir were calculated individually as
bound to N1 and N2 NA (Figure 3). Overall, the inhibitors are
smaller and more rigid than the substrates. Especially the
solvent exposed carbohydrate moieties of the substrates have
broader envelopes, as also reflected by the high root-mean-
squared-fluctuation (RMSF) for these atoms (Figure S3). Thus,
the dynamic envelopes capture the increased flexibility of
substrates over inhibitors.

Alterations in Intermolecular Contacts Correlate with
Differential Patterns of Drug Resistance in N1 and N2.
To quantify the interaction of substrates and inhibitors with
individual active site residues, vdW contact energies over the
course of MD simulations were calculated (Figure 4). Mapping
the variation between inhibitor versus substrate contacts onto
the NA active site (Figure 4A) reveals that certain residues are
contacted more by inhibitors than substrates and vice versa.
The changes in intermolecular contacts of inhibitors versus
substrates were then compared at the major drug resistance
sites in the two NA subtypes.
Residue E119 is a site of primary drug resistance in N2 NA

but not in subtype N1 (Table 1). This differential pattern is
effectively explained by alterations in vdW interactions and
hydrogen bonds in N1 versus N2 NA (Figures 5A and 6). E119
interacts with both substrate and inhibitor to a similar extent in
N1 (Figure 5A), and, therefore, a mutation to decrease
inhibitor’s contacts at this residue would also impact substrate
processing. Resistance mutations at this residue in N1 has not
been observed clinically or though influenza surveillance,16

although mutations at 119 have been observed experimentally
in vitro through reverse genetics and other in vitro mutagenesis
studies.40 E119 interacts with the C4-guanidinium group of
zanamivir and peramivir and with the corresponding amino
group on oseltamivir. Since E119 makes extensive contacts with

Table 1. Drug Resistance Mutations in NA Subtypes N1 and
N2a,b

subtype N1 subtype N2

N70SZ

V116AOZ

E119 VO/IOZP

Q 136RZP/KZP Q 136 KZ

T 148 KZ

D151EZP

Y155HOZP

D 198EO

I222 VO/LO/ROZP/TO/KO

V215IO

S246NOZ/GO

H252YO

H274YOP

R292 KOZP

N294SOZP N294SO

N329 KOZ

S331RO

aO,Z,P represent inhibitors oseltamivir, zanamivir, and peramivir,
respectively; indicated if susceptible to a given mutation. bResidues
in bold have direct contacts with the ligands analyzed in this study.
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substrates in N1, mutations at this site would confer strong
fitness penalties that cannot be overcome even in the presence
of inhibitor. Previous in vitro experimental results indeed
support that E119 is critical for substrate binding and fitness in
N1, and, therefore, E119 is not a prevalent drug resistance site
in N1.40

In contrast, in N2, both oseltamivir and zanamivir have more
favorable vdW contacts than substrates, especially the α-2,6
substrate, indicating that a drug resistance mutation would be
well tolerated at this location in N2 NA. Hydrogen bonds with
inhibitors are also more prevalent at E119 compared to
substrates (Figure 6) in N2, explaining why E119 is prone to
mutation without compromising substrate recognition in N2
NA.
Residue I222 is a primary drug resistance site in N1 NA and

is a secondary permissive mutation in N2 NA (Table 1).14 The

alterations in vdW contacts explain the prevalence of I222
mutations in the N1 subtype (Figure 5B): I222 contacts the N-
acetyl group and the glycerol/pentyl-ether hydrophobic
moieties in ligands. I222 has favorable vdW contacts with
both substrate and inhibitors in N2, and therefore I222 is not
an optimal site for mutation in N2. However, in N1, contacts of
I222 are more favorable with the oseltamivir and zanamivir
inhibitors compared to substrates. A resistance mutation would
be well tolerated at this site and could weaken inhibitor binding
much more than substrates. Since I222 does not appear to be
critical for substrate binding in N1, mutations at this site confer
strong fitness advantages in the presence of inhibitor.40 In fact,
I222 is considered to be a “hotspot” location for drug resistance
mutations in N1, where many drug resistance mutations are
well tolerated and provide wild type like fitness for N1 in the
presence of oseltamivir.40

Figure 3. Dynamic substrate and inhibitor envelopes for N1 and N2 NA. The ligands are in gray sticks, and the probabilistic volume distribution for
the envelopes is represented using a rainbow color spectrum from red to blue to indicate more to less occupied regions. The left and right columns
are for subtypes N1 and N2 NA, respectively. Dynamic substrate envelope of (A, B) α-2,3 and (C, D) α-2,6 substrates and the inhibitor envelopes of
(E, F) oseltamivir and (G, H) zanamivir.
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S246N is a primary drug resistance mutation in N1 NA, but
not N2, in both in vitro experiments and clinical samples.21

Residue 246 interacts more extensively with substrates than
inhibitors in N2, and therefore this location is not an optimal

Figure 4. van der Waals interactions in NA. In panels (A−D), NA residues that contact inhibitors are colored on the surface of the active site
according to differences in average vdW contact potential energies during MD simulations between substrates and the inhibitor: (A) N1 NA bound
to oseltamivir, B) N1 NA bound to zanamivir, C) N2 NA bound to oseltamivir, and D) N2 NA bound to zanamivir. Oseltamivir and zanamivir are
depicted as cyan and violet sticks, respectively, and NA is in gray surface representation. (E) Average vdW contact potential energies of NA active
site residues.
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site for resistance mutations in this subtype (Figure 5C).
However, in N1, residue 246 is more important for inhibitor
binding compared to substrate recognition, especially for the α-
2,6 substrate. Thus, the alterations in vdW contacts in
comparison to substrates correlate well with S246N being a
resistance mutation in N1 only.
Susceptibility to H274Y Correlates with Intermolecu-

lar Contacts of E276. H274Y is a major oseltamivir resistance
mutation in N1 NA (Table 1). Residue H274 is not directly at
the active site and thus does not have any ligand contacts. The
molecular mechanism underlying H274 resistance has
previously been revealed by crystal structures of N1 NA: the
substitution of the bulkier tyrosine pushes the E276 side chain
farther into the active, which in turn pushes the bulky pentyloxy
substituent of oseltamivir.41 As H274Y mutation impacts E276
at the active site, the contacts of E276 in N1 and N2 subtypes
were compared to observe whether the alterations correlate
with susceptibility to H274Y mutation.
Residue E276 has significantly stronger average vdW contacts

with oseltamivir during the MD simulations of N1 NA
compared to both substrates and zanamivir (Figure 5D).
Accordingly, H274Y pushing the side chain of E276 farther into
the active site would differentially impact oseltamivir binding
and confer resistance, consistent with the resistance mechanism
previously reported.41 In contrast, the vdW contacts of the
substrates and inhibitors are not statistically different in the N2
subtype (Figure 5D). Thus, alterations in the intermolecular
contacts of E276 at the active site correlate with susceptibility
to H274Y mutation.

Hydrogen Bond Interactions of Substrates versus
Inhibitors. In addition to the vdW contacts that report on the
packing of the ligands at the active site, to better capture the
intermolecular polar interactions, the hydrogen bonds between
the ligands and protease active site and their stability were
compared during MD simulations.
Overall, the NA substrates have fewer intermolecular

hydrogen bonds than the inhibitors in both subtypes (Figure
6).42 The most prevalent hydrogen bonds of substrates are with
residues R371, R292, and R118 and the carboxylic acid adjacent
to the scissile bond in the substrates, which may help stabilize
the substrate in the active site during the cleavage reaction
(Figure 6B).43 These three arginine residues are evolutionarily
conserved in both N1 and N2 sequences (R118, R292, and
R371 are 99% conserved, see Methods) and hence appear to be
essential for NA function. In contrast, residues that form other
hydrogen bonds with inhibitors may mutate to confer
resistance.
One such residue is E119, which hydrogen bonds to

inhibitors in both N1 and N2 (Figure 6). However, E119
mutations have been observed clinically only in the N2 subtype
(Table 1). As explained above in vdW analysis results, this
residue has comparable vdW contacts with substrates as
inhibitors in N1 (Figure 5) and cannot mutate to confer
resistance without compromising enzyme fitness. Hence, rather
than the polar contacts, the comparative intermolecular vdW
contact analysis better explains the differential resistance
between the two subtypes.

Figure 5. Differences in vdW contacts of substrates versus inhibitors underlie drug resistance sites in the two subtypes of NA. The average
intermolecular vdW contact potential with (A) E119, (B) I222, (C) S/A246 (S in N1 and A in N2), and (D) E276 of the two inhibitors is compared
with substrates in the bar plots, where statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) with α-2,3 and α-2,6 substrates are indicated by an asterisk (*)
and a cross (†), respectively. In each panel, on the structure of N1 NA, the indicated residue is depicted as yellow sticks, and oseltamivir is depicted
as cyan sticks, with dots showing the vdW radii of atoms.
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Another residue with stronger hydrogen bonds to the
inhibitors rather than the substrates is the catalytic D151
(Figure 6). Despite being a catalytic residue, D151 can mutate
to glutamic acid and conserve the charged catalytic side chain,

allowing substrate processing, but with a decreased suscepti-
bility to oseltamivir and zanamivir in N1 NA (Table 1). D151
weakly hydrogen bonds to substrates (less than 20% and 10%
of the simulation time in N1 and N2, respectively) while much

Figure 6. Intermolecular hydrogen bonding interactions during MD simulations. (A) The percentage of time that intermolecular hydrogen bonds
were present during MD simulations in N1 and N2 NA, colored according to percentages. Drug resistance sites are in italics with an asterisk, and
catalytic residues are in bold. (B) The residues involved in each intermolecular hydrogen bond to the four ligands are depicted as yellow sticks, and
hydrogen bonds are shown with black dotted lines. The α-2,3 substrate, α-2,6 substrate, oseltamivir, and zanamivir are depicted as green, gray, cyan
(blue), and violet sticks, respectively.
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more strongly to inhibitors, especially in N1 (oseltamivir 93%
and 85%; zanamivir 40% and 24% of the simulation time for N1
and N2, respectively) (Figure 6A). This differential dependence
of inhibitors to hydrogen bonding in N1 NA correlates with
susceptibility to D151E mutation.
In addition to pushing E276 into the active site as discussed

above, the H274Y mutation causes a loss of a hydrogen bond
between R152 and oseltamivir, which was proposed to be a
complementary molecular mechanism in conferring resist-
ance.44 Mutations at R152 have also been associated with
decreased NA inhibitor susceptibility.14 R152 hydrogen bonds
to oseltamivir about half of the simulation time in both N1 and
N2 and slightly less to zanamivir (Figure 6A). Even if the loss
of this hydrogen bond is a complementary mechanism to
decrease the susceptibility to H274Y once this mutation is
selected,44 there are no considerable differences in hydrogen
bonding to oseltamivir versus zanamivir, or N1 versus N2, to
explain the selection of H274Y in N1 only for oseltamivir.
Lastly, E227 and E277 have additional hydrogen bonds to

inhibitors compared to substrates in both N1 and N2 (Figure
6A). E227 and E277 have been associated with decreased NA
inhibitor susceptibility but not reported as major drug
resistance sites.16 Thus, overall, losing or weakening hydrogen
bonds to inhibitors compared to substrates may be a secondary
mechanism underlying drug resistance, but vdW contacts
beyond those of substrates more effectively explain the
selection of differential pattern of drug resistance mutations
in the two subtypes.

■ DISCUSSION
In this study, we used the dynamic substrate envelope and the
related intermolecular interactions of substrates versus the
inhibitors with the NA active site residues to explain differential
patterns of drug resistance between N1 and N2 subtypes of
influenza. The alterations in the vdW contact energies with NA
residues between substrates versus inhibitors effectively explain
the molecular basis of major resistance mutations selected in
each subtype. Even though the residues in the NA active site
catalytic pocket are similar between the two subtypes, the
dynamically averaged interactions, specifically vdW contacts
and hydrogen bonds with the substrates versus inhibitors,
substantially differ at specific residues that mutate to confer
differential resistance.
Drug resistance occurs when mutations selectively weaken

inhibitor binding compared to substrate binding, shifting the
balance away from inhibition and in favor of substrate
processing. This molecular mechanism was identified to be
underlying major primary drug resistance mutations in viral
targets previously, in HIV-1 and HCV protease.33,35,45 Here, we
demonstrate that the same principles apply to explaining the
differential patterns of resistance mutations selected in N1
versus N2 subtype of influenza NA. We found the vdW contact
energies of substrates versus inhibitors to effectively explain,
while differences in hydrogen bonding can also contribute to,
the selection of mutations that confer resistance in each
subtype.
In addition to the mechanism discussed above for mutations

at sites directly contacting inhibitors, residues away from the
active site also mutate to confer resistance (Table 1, mutations
not in bold). Recently, the network hypothesis was proposed to
explain how the effect of such mutations might propagate to the
active site in HIV-1 protease.46 This hypothesis remains to be
explored to reveal whether a similar mechanism can explain the

selection of NA drug resistance mutations away from the active
site.
Our results suggest strategies to minimize susceptibility to

resistance in the design of novel NA inhibitors. The first
strategy is to avoid inhibitor contacts beyond the substrate
envelope of NA. The inhibitors can be modified to avoid excess
interactions with mutation-prone residues and instead gain
additional interactions with residues that contact substrates
more than inhibitors (Figure 4A, green-blue colors). In addition
to targeting evolutionarily conserved residues essential for
substrate binding, the inhibitors can fill the substrate envelope
more optimally to take advantage of the remaining volume in
the substrate envelope unfilled by current inhibitors (Figure
3).39 In fact, the actual substrate envelope is even larger, as only
the first two sugar moieties, which were ordered in the crystal
structure, were included here. Although the additional extended
substrate would be located outside the active site and is not
likely to make any contacts with NA, this additional space could
be used to modify the inhibitors to include better
pharmacokinetic properties. Lastly, inhibitor rigidity may
promote susceptibility to drug resistance mutations in the
active site (Figure 3). Substrates can more easily accommodate
binding to an active site altered due to mutations as they are
more flexible, and inhibitors can be designed to better mimic
these adaptable substrate dynamics. However, the high rigidity
in inhibitors may also be important for tight binding
interactions in the active site. Thus, inhibitors must be
optimized to balance tight binding interactions that contribute
to high potency while sharing critical features of substrates
shared between different subtypes. In conclusion, the detailed
comparative analysis of substrate and inhibitor dynamic
interactions in N1 and N2 NA presented here reveals the
molecular basis of differential resistance in these two influenza
subtypes and presents opportunities for designing inhibitors
with a higher barrier to the development of drug resistance.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Influenza Neuraminidase Substrate and Inhibitor

Complex Structures. The prototypic N1 and N2 sequences
were chosen based on three criteria: 1) availability of high-
quality high-resolution crystal structures, 2) high percent
identity to N1 and N2 consensus sequences based on multiple
sequence alignment, and 3) the presence of a “typical” 150-loop
in the active site for N1 and N2.47,48 All of the crystal structures
used in this study are of the globular head domain. Alignments
were performed using the multiple sequence alignment tools on
the Influenza Research Database (www.fludb.org). The strain of
N2 NA used is A/Tanzania/205/2010 H3N2 NA. This strain
has 94% sequence identity and 96% sequence similarity to a
consensus sequence determined from an alignment of 8,745
complete and unique sequences. The strain of N1 NA used is
A/Brevig Mission/1/1918 H1N1 NA. This strain has 92%
sequence identity and 96% sequence similarity to a consensus
sequence determined from an alignment of 7,370 complete and
unique N1 NA sequences.
For N2 NA, crystal structures were available in complex with

α-2,6 and α-2,3 substrates (PDB ID: 4GZX and 4GZW,
respectively).12 A crystal structure of the same strain of N2 NA
was also available in complex with oseltamivir (PDB ID:
4GZP). For N1 NA, the highest quality crystal structure
available of N1 NA is in complex with zanamivir (PDB ID:
3B7E).49 Additional models were created using these four
structures for cocomplex crystal structures that were unavailable
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(Table S1). As is the convention in PDB files, N2 numbering
was used for all structures.
Structure Preparation. Crystallographic water molecules

and calcium ions were retained, and all buffer salts were
removed. The substrate cocrystal structures have a D151G
substitution in the active site to prevent catalysis. To more
accurately model the interactions of ligands with this residue,
the back-mutation G151D was modeled in silico using the
software Maestro and Prime from Schrodinger.50,51 The
missing D151 side chain in two of the starting N2 crystal
structures (4GZW and 4GZX) was built based on the
conformation in the other N2 crystal structure (4GZP) with
intact D151. This side chain conformer was the same also in N1
crystal structures. After the side chain was built in, Prime (from
Schrodinger Maestro Suite) was used to minimize the modeled
side chain, and no changes were observed. Crystal structures
were prepared using the Protein Preparation Wizard from
Schrodinger.52

Molecular Dynamics Simulation Protocol. For each
tetrameric complex, MD simulations were collected for 100 ns
using Desmond and the OPLS2005 force field.53,54 Each system
was solvated with a 10 Å shell of TIP3P water in a truncated
octahedron simulation box with periodic boundary conditions.
Sodium (Na+) or chloride (Cl−) counterions were added to
neutralize the overall charge of the system. Each system was
first minimized to relieve steric clashes where the solute heavy
atoms were restrained using a 1000 kcal mol−1 Å−2 force
constant, and a hybrid method of steepest descent for up to 10
steps and of the limited-memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-
Shanno (LBFGS) algorithm for up to 2000 steps, with a
convergence threshold of 50 kcal mol−1 Å−2. Next, the system
was minimized in 7 stages with a harmonic restraint on all
backbone atoms that was gradually reduced from 1000 to 1 kcal
mol−1 Å−2 with 5000 steps for each stage using the hybrid
steepest descent LBFGS method (250 steps steepest descent
and 4750 steps LBFGS). Lastly, a minimization without any
restraints was performed, for a total of over ∼40,000
minimization steps. After minimization, each system was
equilibrated using a sequence of four short MD stages,
following a process similar to the default relaxation for an
NPT ensemble in the Desmond User Manual.55 For the
production stage, MD simulations were performed for 100 ns at
1 atm and 300 K in the NPT ensemble using a Nose-Hoover
thermostat and a Martyna-Tuckerman-Klein (MTK) barostat.
Long-range electrostatics were calculated using the smooth
particle mesh Ewald method56 with a cutoff radius of 9 Å. The
M-SHAKE algorithm was used to implement constraints that
eliminate the highest frequency vibrational motions so that
longer timesteps can be used (2 fs instead of 1 fs). MD steps
were integrated using a 2 fs timesteps for bonded and
nonbonded interactions and 6 fs timesteps for electrostatic
interactions beyond 9 Å. For each system, the trajectories of
each monomer were concatenated to provide 400 ns of
sampling with snapshot intervals of 200 ps for analysis.
Root Mean Squared Deviation (RMSD). Root mean

squared deviation (RMSD) calculations were performed using
the Visual Molecular Dynamics software package (VMD).57

The frames from each interval were aligned to the first frame of
the trajectory, and RMSD values were calculated using all
backbone α carbon atoms. In addition, five N-terminal and C-
terminal residues were omitted from the additional RMSD
calculations to show that the approximately 375 central amino

acids of each monomer were highly stable and equilibrated
rapidly.

Root Mean Squared Fluctuation (RMSF) and Simu-
lation-Derived Temperature Factors. Root mean squared
fluctuations (RMSF) and simulation-derived temperature
factors (B factors) were calculated for all alpha carbons in the
trajectory and averaged over 400 ns using VMD. RMSF was
calculated using the built-in rmsf command in VMD, and
simulation-derived B factors were calculated using the
“bfactor.tcl” Tcl/Tk script. For crystal structures with more
than one molecule in the asymmetric unit, temperature factors
were averaged over all molecules for comparison.

Dynamic Substrate and Inhibitor Envelopes. The van
der Waals (vdW) volumes of ligand conformers in the active
site of each monomer from each trajectory were mapped onto a
three-dimensional grid, and a probability distribution was
calculated for each grid point and plotted, as described
previously.37

Calculation of van der Waals Contact Potential. The
van der Waals contact potential energies between ligands and
NA were calculated over an MD trajectory and averaged using a
simplified Lennard-Jones potential function as described
previously.37 The nonbonded parameters were determined
using the OPLS2005 force field, and values were averaged over
400 ns.

Hydrogen Bond Calculations. The percentage of time
that a hydrogen bond existed during a trajectory was calculated
using the HBonds Plugin from VMD and averaged over 400 ns.
A hydrogen bond was defined as having a donor−acceptor
distance of a maximum of 3.5 Å and involving only polar atoms
nitrogen, oxygen, sulfur, and fluorine. The donor-hydrogen-
acceptor angle was defined as being less than 30 degrees.
Hydrogen bonds were summed over each residue and ligand
except when otherwise indicated.
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